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Meeting with Shaun and Ian from Architecture HDT 

When Shaun Thompson-Gray blurted out to a school teacher that he wanted to be an architect it 

seems his destiny was set. Ian Nelson was fascinated as a youngster in Upper Hutt watching 

buildings turn bare land into vibrant, dynamic human habitats. Now these two make up the 

Partnership Team at Architecture HDT in Ahuriri, Napier. 

Shaun is the romantic, the dreamer of what might be possible. He loves a challenge and the pleasure 

of discovering an elegant design solution to a particularly curly problem. Ian is the one who brings the 

vision alive, committing their concepts and ideas to paper that will one day be a building to grace our 

landscape. 

The two partners involve their whole team in their conceptual discussions and debates. “No one 

person has all the answers” Shaun tells me “and we invite all our team members to contribute. That 

way the best solution will bubble to the surface and at the same time everyone learns from everyone 

else”.  

Shaun is inspired by nature as he runs his 160 km races through the countryside. And yachts. “Why 

yachts”? I ask.  

“Because everything in a yacht has a defined purpose and has a defined space in which to operate” 

says Shaun. “It challenges me to think about a home and an office and the purpose of every bit of 

available space. Can I improve the performance and enjoyment of that space if I optimise everything 

in it?” 

Ian’s passion is music and he confesses to hosting a weekend morning radio show on Bay FM. His 

thing is electronic music - and in particular the work of an unpronounceable Norwegian DJ. “Music 

takes me away from conscious thought” Ian says “and frees my subconscious to do the heavy lifting 

for me. I get some of my best and most elegant solutions when I am captivated by music” he says. 

It is easy to understand why this firm is so often nominated for architectural awards.  

“Our mission is to find the value in every project that returns to our client on both a rational and 

emotional level over the short and long term” Shaun says. “Our buildings have to enhance the 

productivity of the people who work in them, for example, but they also have to contribute to the 

environment in which they exist and make our clients proud of what they have built”.  

“Each building is a unique combination of logical and emotional factors” Ian says. “An architect must 

try to totally understand who will live or work in the building and what they want that experience to be 

like. We must truly understand our client, what it is that drives them and motivates them, to deliver a 

building that is both insightful and special”.  

It seems to me that we should be grateful that people like Ian and Shaun are contributing so much to 

the environment we all live in. May their talent and passion in the years ahead continue to make the 

Napier landscape an intriguing and fascinating combination of both the Art Deco classic and 21st 

Century contemporary. That will be something we can all enjoy.  


